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The Woman Warrior Maxine Hong Kingston
This study traces the textual construction of identity in the female Bildungsroman of Toni Morrison and Maxine Hong
Kingston. Deploying the "politics of rememory" in their textual representation of female development, Morrison and
Kingston unearth the multiple layers of repressed memories, including personal stories, specific cultural history, and
racial experiences of African- and Asian-American women. This book analyzes the working through of repressed
memories in Morrison's The Bluest Eye and Sula, and Hong Kingston's The Woman Warrior and China Men. The gap
between Bildung and anti-Bildung in these texts highlights the multiple oppression faced by women of color and
interrogates the established standards and value system of the hegemonic culture.
Inhaltsangabe:Abstract: African-American, Chinese-American and Mexican-American female adolescents are
representatives of minority groups in the United States. The three groups of ethnic girls were assigned derogative
stereotypes by many Euro-American writers who did not portray their characters authentically. The modern female ethnic
authors undertake the battle with stereotypes that are the main source of girls problems. They attempt to convince the
reader that the lives of young girls cannot be interpreted according to offending images imposed on them. This thesis
aims to draw attention to the problems encountered by female ethnic adolescents in Toni Morrison s The Bluest Eye
(1970), Maxine Hong Kingston s The Woman Warrior (1976), Sandra Cisneros The House on Mango Street (1984) and
to portray their survival or collapse in American society. Each of the books presented in the present study is a
masterpiece of great literary value. Toni Morrison was awarded the Nobel Prize for literature in 1993. Sandra Cisneros
was the winner of the 1985 Before Columbus American Book Award. Maxine Kingston won the National Book Critics
Award with The Woman Warrior, which was designated as non-fiction in 1976. All of these books contribute significantly
to the study of ethnic female adolescents. The books chosen for the purpose of this thesis portray girls in an adolescent
period. The adolescents presented in this study are aged between ten and twenty-one and are socially, economically and
politically dependent on their parents or guardians. To further complicate matters, the experiences of girls of colour are
more complex than those encountered by white adolescents. As the typical conflicts within the family, problems with
gender, sexual development, education and friends are juxtaposed with issues of racism and very often a lower social
status. In the light of these facts it does not come as a surprise that many ethnic adolescent girls have problems finding
their self . The first section of the initial chapter of this thesis takes into consideration the stereotypical image of EuroAmerican adolescent girl as it often serves as a contradiction of the popular images of ethnic girls. Furthermore, the
chapter examines stereotypes of African-American, Chinese-American and Mexican-American adolescents. Despite their
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variety, the stereotypes are the cause of girls victimisation in society. The five following chapters analyse the problems
more often [...]
With the continued expansion of the literary canon, multicultural works of modern literary fiction and autobiography have
assumed an increasing importance for students and scholars of American literature. This exciting new series assembles
key documents and criticism concerning these works that have so recently become central components of the American
literature curriculum. Each casebook will reprint documents relating to the work's historical context and reception, present
the best in critical essays, and when possible, feature an interview of the author. The series will provide, for the first time,
an accessible forum in which readers can come to a fuller understanding of these contemporary masterpieces and the
unique aspects of American ethnic, racial, or cultural experience that they so ably portray. This case book presents a
thought-provoking overview of critical debates surrounding The Woman Warrior, perhaps the best known Asian American
literary work. The essays deal with such issues as the reception by various interpretive communities, canon formation,
cultural authenticity, fictionality in autobiography, and feminist and poststructuralist subjectivity. The eight essays are
supplemented an interview with the author and a bibliography.
Part of the 'Contemporary World Writers' series, this book talks about Maxine Hong Kingston - one of America's most successful
writers. It covers her works, including fiction and non-fiction.
?????:M.H.???
SuperSummary, a modern alternative to SparkNotes and CliffsNotes, offers high-quality study guides for challenging works of
literature. This 43-page guide for "The Woman Warrior" by Maxine Hong Kingston includes detailed chapter summaries and
analysis covering 5 chapters, as well as several more in-depth sections of expert-written literary analysis. Featured content
includes commentary on major characters, 25 important quotes, essay topics, and key themes like Ghosts and Hauntings and
Language and Storytelling.
The largest and most comprehensive edition of our foremost Asian American writer: three classic books and additional writings,
many rare, that together offer a vivid and searching portrait of immigrant experience and American dreams. Maxine Hong Kingston
made a stunning entrance on the American literary scene with The Woman Warrior (1976), her “memoirs of a childhood among
ghosts." Not only an account of growing up poor and Chinese American in the San Joaquin Valley, it was also an audacious feat of
imaginative transformation and pathbreaking work of feminist autobiography, drawing on ancient myths and the family stories her
mother brought over from China to make sense of a transformed life in America. A companion to The Woman Warrior, which she
called her “mother-book,” Kingston’s “father-book” China Men (1980) spreads out across a large geographical and historical
canvas to envision the lives of her male relatives who immigrated to America. Taken together, The Woman Warrior and China Men
offer a profound, kaleidoscopic, genre-defying narrative of the American experience. Kingston's third book, Tripmaster Monkey:
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His Fake Book (1989), is the wildly inventive story of Wittman Ah Sing, a Berkeley graduate student whose experience of the San
Francisco Beat scene transforms his understanding of his own Chinese heritage. Rounding out the volume are a series of essays
from 1978 reflecting on her life in Hawaii, later collected as Hawai‘i One Summer, personal musings whose subjects range from
the contentions of a conference of Asian American writers to home-buying, surfing, and the work of the Beat poet Lew Welch. Also
included are hard-to-find essays about the creative process and Kingston’s exasperated, insightful account of how most of the
reviewers of The Woman Warrior fell prey to lazy stereotypes about the “exotic” and “inscrutable” East.
A Chinese American woman tells of the Chinese myths, family stories and events of her California childhood that have shaped her
identity.
Sensitive account of growing up female and Chinese-American in a California laundry.
Driven by his dream to write and stage an epic stage production of interwoven Chinese novelsWittman Ah Sing, a ChineseAmerican hippie in the late '60s.
A study guide for Maxine Hong Kingston's "Women Warrior: Memoirs of Girlhood Among Ghosts", excerpted from Gale's
acclaimed Literary themes for Students: War and Peace series. This concise study guide includes plot summary; character
analysis; author biography; study questions; historical context; suggestions for further reading; and much more. For any literature
project, trust Literary themes for Students: War and Peace for all of your research needs.
An outstanding autobiography about growing up female and Chinese American in California. An ALA Outstanding Book for the
College Bound.

The numerous studies of Maxine Hong Kingston's touchstone work The Woman Warrior fail to take into account the
stories in China Men, which were largely written together with those in The Woman Warrior but later published
separately. Although Hong Kingston's decision to separate the male and female narratives enabled readers to see the
strength of the resulting feminist point of view in The Woman Warrior, the author has steadily maintained that to
understand the book fully it was necessary to read its male companion text. Maureen Sabine's ambitious study of The
Woman Warrior and China Men aims to bring these divided texts back together with a close reading that looks for the
textual traces of the father in The Woman Warrior and shows how the daughter narrator tracks down his history in China
Men. She considers theories of intertextuality that open up the possibility of a dynamic interplay between the two books
and suggests that the Hong family women and men may be struggling for dialogue with each other even when they
appear textually silent or apart.
Maxine Hong Kingston's The Woman Warrior reveals the importance of her Chinese roots, the American transformation
of those roots, and her own human identity. The first book by Kingston is a talk-story which combines legend with reality.
The author weaves Chinese legend into her life as a Chinese-American woman, leading to ultimate awareness of her
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complex human identity." Student paper.
With an introduction by Xiaolu Guo A classic memoir set during the Chinese revolution of the 1940s and inspired by
folklore, providing a unique insight into the life of an immigrant in America. When we Chinese girls listened to the adults
talking-story, we learned that we failed if we grew up to be but wives or slaves. We could be heroines, swordswomen.
Throughout her childhood, Maxine Hong Kingston listened to her mother's mesmerizing tales of a China where girls are
worthless, tradition is exalted and only a strong, wily woman can scratch her way upwards. Growing up in a changing
America, surrounded by Chinese myth and memory, this is her story of two cultures and one trenchant, lyrical journey
into womanhood. Complex and beautiful, angry and adoring, Maxine Hong Kingston's The Woman Warrior is a seminal
piece of writing about emigration and identity. It won the National Book Critics Circle Award in 1976 and is widely hailed
as a feminist classic.
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